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Foreword
(This foreword is not part of American National Standard ANSI/AGRSS 003-2015.)

The Automotive Glass Replacement Safety StandardTM (AGRSS) was created by the Auto Glass
Safety Council working under the auspices of the American National Standards Institute (ANSI).
AGSC also serves as secretariat for the standard.
The AGRSS Standard represents the windshield replacement industry’s best practices as
complied under ANSI guidelines by a balanced committee of windshield replacement
practitioners, suppliers and other interested parties.
This standard contains an industry consensus of recommended terminology, definitions, process
and procedures. These recommendations reflect the expertise of the AGSC Standards
Committee members who hold a combined experience of hundreds of years and many thousands
of actual windshield replacements.
This standard contains one annex. Annex A is informative and is not considered part of this
standard.
Suggestions for improvements of this standard will be welcome. They should be sent to the Auto
Glass Safety Council, 385 Garrisonville Road, Suite 116, Stafford, VA 22554.
This standard was developed, processed and approved for submittal to ANSI by the Standards
Committee of the Auto Glass Safety Council. Committee approval of the standard does not
necessarily imply that all committee members voted for its approval. At the time it approved this
standard, the Standards Committee had the following members:

Company Represented

Name of Representative

ABRA Auto Body & Glass………………………………….………..Mitch Becker
AGRR Magazine…………………………………………….………..Debra Levy
Auto One Glass & Accessories……………………………………..Ronald Overbeck
Automotive Glass Consultants…………………………….………..Bob Beranek, Chair
Binswanger Glass…………………………………………....………John McGee
Bostik, Inc………………………………………………………….….Steve Steinman
Carlex Glass, America………………………………………….……Rod Watson
DINOL…………………………………………………….…..……….Joe Renzi
Dow Automotive Systems………………….………………….…….Dale Malcolm
Excel Auto Glass………………………………….………………….Scott Owens
Glass Doctor…………………………………………...……………..Frank Levesque
Glasspro, Inc………………………………………….…..………….Jeff Olive
Independent Glass Association…………………..………………...Gary Hart
Individual……………………………………………………………...Gene Nichols
J Bull Associates, LLC………………………………………………Jeff Bull
LYNX Services……………………………………………..……..….Chris Umble
Mainstreet Computers, Inc………………………………………….Mark Haeck
Mygrant Glass………………………………………………………..Jean Pero
NAGS/Mitchell International…………………………..……..……..Bud Oliver
Safelite…………………………………………………………..……Glen Moses
Serf Associates…………………………………………………..…..Mark Formentini
Shat R Proof Corporation…………………..……………………….David Osland
SIKA Corporation……………………………..…….….…..………..Carl Tompkins
Stockton Auto Glass…………………………..……....……..……...Mario Saenz
Techna Glass, Inc……………………………….…………………...Troy Mason
Technical Autoglass Consultants…………….……….……………Russ Corsi
Windshield Centers……………………...……………….………….Chuck Bibbiano
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Introduction
(This introduction is not part of American National Standard ANSI/AGRSS 003-2015.)

The Auto Glass Safety CouncilTM (AGSC) was founded in the late 1990s when professionals from
windshield manufacturers, car makers, adhesive companies and auto glass retailers came
together with the goal of defining auto glass safety. This group began the process of establishing
a safety standard for the auto glass industry.
By 1999, AGSC had developed the Auto Glass Replacement Safety StandardTM (AGRSS) in
partnership with the American National Standards Institute. Since that time, many safety
conscious auto-glass retailers have voluntarily agreed to follow the AGRSS Standard, giving the
consumer an increased level of safety. The AGSC has provided the necessary standard for auto
glass retailers to follow to make sure all precautions are taken to ensure driver and passenger
safety.
Prior to the formation of the AGSC, the auto glass replacement industry had no standard for
windshield installation. There was no consensus in the industry regarding proper installation
methods. Unfortunately, this resulted in lives lost and serious injuries that could have been
prevented. The lack of responsibility for providing a proper windshield replacement has also
exposed many auto glass shops and their insurance providers to legal actions from unsuspecting
automobile passengers who thought their glass replacement was performed correctly and safely.
The AGRSS Standard addresses six critical areas relative to the installation process, including:






Vehicle assessment;
Selection of glass and retention systems;
Installation standards for adhesive bonded glass;
Installation standards for rubber gasket set glass, as well as additional requirements
for all other glass in a vehicle; and
Continuing education for auto glass technicians.

The AGRSS Standard is continuously monitored by AGSC and the industry.
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AMERICAN NATIONAL STANDARD

ANSI/AGSC/AGRSS 003-2015

American National Standard

Automotive Glass Replacement Safety StandardTM
(AGRSS)
1. Scope and purpose
1.1 Scope
An automotive glass replacement safety standard addressing procedures, education
and product performance for motor vehicles falling within the guidelines of FMVSS
212/208.
1.2 Purpose
1.2.1 To improve the performance and practices of industry technicians and raise their
level of professionalism.
1.2.2 To guide the industry in auto glass replacement procedures that meet the
pertinent Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard requirements.
1.2.3 To provide guidelines and objectives for groups that supply products, education,
and training for the industry.
1.2.4 To promote public awareness of the need for safe installation procedures, which
will reduce the risk of personal injury and/or death from traffic accidents.
1.2.5 To provide a comprehensive automotive glass replacement standard.
1.2.6 To achieve a higher degree of consistency among installation practices.
1.2.7 To create an automotive glass installation benchmark for anyone engaged in the
replacement of automotive glass.

2. Normative References
2.1 The following standards contain provisions which, through reference in this text,
constitute provisions of this American National Standard. At the time of publication, the
©ANSI/AGSC/AGRSS 003-2015
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editions indicated were valid. All standards are subject to revision, and parties to
agreements based on this American National Standard are encouraged to investigate
the possibility of applying the most recent editions of the standards indicated below.
2.2 ANSI Z26.1 version currently incorporated in FMVSS 205, Safety Glazing Materials
for Glazing Motor Vehicles and Motor Vehicle Equipment Operating on Land Highways
– Safety Standard 1)
Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard 111

2)

Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard 205

2)

Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard 208

2)

Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard 212

2)

3. Definitions and Acronyms
3.1 adhesive bonding system: an engineered system using chemical products, used
together as a technique or process, to bond substrates.
3.2 AGR: automotive glass replacement.
3.3 ARG: automotive replacement glass.
3.4 butyl sealant: a copolymer of isobutylene and isoprene.
3.5 equivalent retention system: a system that meets or exceeds the vehicle
manufacturer's performance strength specifications, or has been certified by the
retention system manufacturer or private labeler as appropriate for the specific
application.
3.6 final exam: a comprehensive exam that evaluates the individual's knowledge and
skills including but not limited to retention system specific replacement procedures, a
variety of automotive safety issues, minimum drive-away time, environmental
conditions as they affect retention system performance, federal safety requirements,
and the basics of safe and effective automotive glass replacement.
1) For

electronic copies of some standards, visit ANSI’s Electronic Standards Store (ESS) at www.ansi.org. For
printed versions of all these standards, contact Globe Engineering Documents, 15 Inverness Way East, Englewood,
CO 80112-5704, (800) 854-7179.
2) Available

from the Superintendent of Documents, US Government Printing Office, P.O. Box 371954, Pittsburgh, PA

15250.

©ANSI/AGSC/AGRSS 003-2015
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3.7 full cut: removing existing bead of urethane to a height of approximately 1 to 2mm
wherever the residual bead is structurally sound and the substrate condition is not
defective.
3.8 minimum drive-away strength: the minimum properties as defined and specified
by the retention systems manufacturer or private labeler to meet the requirements of
FMVSS 208 and 212 as it pertains to glass retention systems.
3.9 minimum drive-away time: the time necessary for a given adhesive system to
attain minimum drive-away strength after an adhesive bonded glass part is set in place.
3.10 OE: original equipment.
3.11 OEM: original equipment manufacturer.
3.12 polysulfide adhesive: an adhesive containing sulfur that cures to a cross-linked
rubber compound.
3.13 polyurethane adhesive: a thermoplastic polymer adhesive produced by the
condensation reaction of polyisocyanate and a hydroxyl containing material.
3.14 primer: an agent that is designed specifically by the adhesive manufacturer to
promote adhesion between the substrate and the adhesive and/or provide shielding
from environmental factors.
3.15 private labeler: any individual, corporation or the entity engaged in sale or
distribution of a product labeled as their own, but manufactured by any different entity.
3.16 retention system: refers to any original equipment or equivalent method of
glazing attachment.
3.17 those engaged in automotive glass replacement: refers to any individual,
business, or organization that replaces automotive glass; examples include but are not
limited to individual technicians, automotive glass replacement businesses, automotive
body shops, and dealerships.
3.18 initialize: a procedure that re-establishes proper operation of the intended
function. Also used: initialization, re-initialization.
3.19 anti-pinch mechanism: a feature that reverses the window or panel direction of
travel when resistance is encountered.

©ANSI/AGSC/AGRSS 003-2015
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4. Vehicle Assessment before Replacement
4.1 Those engaged in automotive glass replacement shall not undertake or complete
such installation when any related condition would compromise the retention system
and the owner/operator shall be so notified.

5. Selection of Glass and Retention Systems
5.1 Those engaged in automotive glass replacement shall use retention systems that
are produced under the ISO 9001 standard or any standard that contains the entire text
of ISO 9001.
5.2 Those engaged in automotive glass replacement shall use glass products meeting
the requirements of ANSI Z26.l as required by Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard
205.
5.3 Those engaged in automotive glass replacement must use either an OEM approved
retention system or equivalent retention system as certified in writing by the equivalent
retention system manufacturer directly or through a private labeler.
5.4 Those engaged in automotive glass replacement shall obtain and follow written
comprehensive and current application instructions from the retention systems
manufacturer or private labeler. These instructions shall include at least the proper use
of the retention system, storage specifications, minimum drive-away time charts
containing temperature and humidity variables if applicable, and any special procedures
required for adverse weather conditions.
5.5 Those engaged in automotive glass replacement shall only use retention systems
that have lot numbers and expiration dates printed on appropriate products.
6. Installation Standards – Adhesive Bonded
6.1 Those engaged in automotive glass replacement shall follow the adhesive
manufacturer's application instructions as provided by the manufacturer directly, or
through the private labeler. All in-shop or mobile installations shall be performed under
environmental and other conditions that are compatible with the application instructions
required in Section 5.
6.2 Products must be stored and controlled according to manufacturers' requirements
as provided directly or through a private labeler.
©ANSI/AGSC/AGRSS 003-2015
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6.3 No automotive glass replacement shall be undertaken using an adhesive glass
retention bonding system that would not achieve minimum drive-away strength by the
time the vehicle may be reasonably expected to be operated.
6.4 The vehicle owner/operator shall be notified prior to and after the installation
process of the minimum drive-away time under the circumstances of the replacement.
6.5 Adhesive must be applied so that the finished bead cross section profile and
dimensions meet or exceed original equipment configuration or recommendation of
adhesive system manufacturer.
6.6 If the OEM installation was polyurethane, then the glass must be replaced with
polyurethane or an equivalent adhesive bonding system. If the OEM installation was
butyl, polysulfide, or other non-polyurethane, and the vehicle is licensed for highway
use, adhesive bonded stationary glass installations shall be performed using
polyurethane or an equivalent retention system unless in conflict with current OEM
specifications.
6.7 All adhesive system component lot numbers must be traceable to each job.
6.8 All glass parts must be traceable to the installation by a DOT number and part
number.
6.9 No product that has exceeded the manufacturer or private labeler’s stated expiration
date, open shelf life, or active shelf life shall be used.
6.10 All supplemental mechanical glass retention devices must be replaced to original
equipment specifications.
6.11 When inappropriate replacement materials or methods are detected, those
engaged in automotive glass replacement shall report their findings to the vehicle
owner/operator.
6.12 When those engaged in automotive glass replacement correct inappropriate glass
installations, they shall remove any inappropriate materials that would compromise the
retention system. They shall fully correct any adverse glass installation related
condition(s) caused by the use of inappropriate materials or methods, and they shall
use appropriate methods described elsewhere within Section 5 of this document.
6.13 When sealing air or water leaks within a polyurethane retention system, only
compatible polyurethane adhesive shall be used. (No silicone or butyl may be used).
©ANSI/AGSC/AGRSS 003-2015
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6.14 Only the full cut method should be used for polyurethane retention systems.
7. Installation Standards – Rubber Gasket
7.1 If the OEM utilizes the combination of a rubber gasket and polyurethane as a
retention system, an equivalent adhesive bonding system must be used in the
installation. In cases when the OEM didn't include polyurethane or an equivalent
adhesive system, such systems shall be used if later production models included the
addition of adhesive systems without body style modification.
7.2 If the OEM gasket installation did not include adhesive and the vehicle is licensed
for highway use and is less than 10,000 lbs. Gross Vehicle Weight (GVW), the
installation shall include polyurethane or an equivalent adhesive bonding system. The
following are permissible exceptions: egress applications, antique or classic vehicle
restorations, or in cases in which this practice conflicts with current vehicle
manufacturer specifications.
7.3 When sealing air or water leaks within a rubber gasket/polyurethane ADHESIVE
SYSTEM only compatible polyurethane shall be used. (No silicone or butyl may be
used).

8. Additional Requirements
8.1 All mechanically-fastened automotive glass parts shall be replaced according to
original equipment specifications.
8.2 Glass parts, including custom cut parts, must be marked in compliance with the
certification requirements specified in FMVSS 205 and the marking requirements of
ANSI Z26.1 incorporated by reference therein for those vehicles licensed for highway
use.
8.3 Those engaged in automotive mirror replacement shall install external and internal
replacement mirrors that meet or exceed original equipment specifications and the
requirements of Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard 111.
8.4 Whenever OEM retention systems are modified on later production models without
body style modification, the most current retention system shall be used in the
replacement unless otherwise specified by the OEM.

©ANSI/AGSC/AGRSS 003-2015
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8.5 Notification of defective product:

A failure or defect in any product used or intended for use in the automotive glass
replacement process that could jeopardize customer safety shall be reported
promptly to the manufacturer or supplier of the product.

Any product installed by those engaged in automotive glass replacements that is
discovered to be defective or which is determined could jeopardize customer
safety must be immediately reported to the customer with an offer to remedy the
situation.
8.6 Those engaged in automotive glass replacement shall not introduce any chemical
agents, such as cleaners, solvents, lubricants, release agents, or utilize any installation
practice, which will adversely affect the glass retention system.
8.7 Those engaged in automotive glass replacement shall create and retain records of
each auto glass replacement for a period of at least three years from the date the work
was completed sufficient to demonstrate compliance with this standard. Records, either
electronic or hard-copy, shall be legible, easily identifiable and readily available. Such
three year period may be temporarily shortened for specific, clear and substantial
reasons but must be adhered to when such reasons no longer exist.
8.8 Those engaged in the repair, removal or replacement of motorized windows and/or
panels in automobiles that are equipped with anti-pinch mechanisms shall reset,
initialize and/or confirm their proper operation before the vehicle is released to its
owner. If the reset operation cannot be completed for any reason, the vehicle owner
shall be informed verbally and in writing of the failure to reset.

9. Education
9.1 Technicians installing replacement automotive glass shall be fully qualified for the
tasks they are required to perform. Such qualifications shall include, at a minimum,
completion of a comprehensive training program with a final exam and an ongoing
education component. The program shall include, among other things:
a)
b)
c)
d)

AGR safety issues.
An understanding of OEM installation standards and procedures.
Relevant technical specifications.
Adhesive System Manufacturer specific comprehensive retention system
training.
e) The opportunity to apply and demonstrate the skills technicians learn.

©ANSI/AGSC/AGRSS 003-2015
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9.2 Training with respect to the content and requirements of the current version of this
standard shall be required for all personnel directly involved in the automotive glass
replacement process (examples: scheduling, purchasing, installing, customer service,
quality control, management). Records of this training detailing content, date,
participants and acknowledgement of the participant’s successful completion of the
training and receipt of a printed copy of the current standard shall be maintained.

©ANSI/AGSC/AGRSS 003-2015
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(Informative) – Bibliography

Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard 216a
Any other applicable FMVSS standards
AGRSS Training Guide
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